
Norwegian Cruise Line Celebrates Teacher
Appreciation Week By 'Giving Joy' to
Educators Across the U.S. and Canada

The Cruise Line is Offering Teachers a Chance at 100 Free Cruises
and Three Grand Prizes of $25,000, $15,000 and $10,000 for Their
Schools

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

In recognition and celebration of the countless teachers who have spent the last 15 months giving

their all to students across the U.S. and Canada during these unprecedented times, Norwegian

Cruise Line, the innovator in global cruise travel, announced this week the relaunch of its

"Norwegian's Giving Joy  contest, which provides educators with free cruises and a chance to

win up to $25,000 for their schools. Recently, Christine Da Silva, Vice President of Communications

and Events at Norwegian Cruise Line, participated in a nationwide satellite media tour to discuss

this exciting initiative.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/_QgnTvXUAvQ
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"Norwegian's Giving Joy" acknowledges the often-undervalued work of educators and highlights

the intersection between travel and education. First launched with astounding success in 2019, with

over 1.4 million votes for more than 46,000 teachers, and a total prize of over $100,000 for schools

across North America, the contest heralds these selfless warriors. This year's campaign is especially

significant given the elevated demands of this profession under pressure.

For more information and to vote and nominate for a deserving teacher, visit nclgivingjoy.com

About Christine Da Silva:

Christine Da Silva is the vice president of Communication for Norwegian Cruise Line, responsible for the

development and execution of the brand’s global external and internal communication strategy. Overseeing the

Communication and Events teams, she leads the development of the brand narrative; is responsible for reputation,

crisis and issue management; and has been instrumental in the launch of engagement initiatives including the game-

changing Giving Joy and Encore Moments campaigns as well as the debut of the Company’s latest vessels. Da Silva has

over 20 years of experience guiding brands and businesses in delivering authentic and impactful messages through

integrated communication and marketing strategies that drive growth, sales and awareness. She is based in the

Company’s head office in Miami, Florida
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